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This is the first of a four-part series of blog articles examining the inherent tradeoffs
between data processing and information storage and presentation within traditional ETL
paradigms — from the ODS to the data lake. It explains the need for a more modern,
blended approach between data integration and virtualization called the Production Analytic
Platform, and the benefits of implementing it with IRI Voracity technology. The articles were
written in mid-2018 by Dr. Barry Devlin of 9sight Consulting, a leading authority in data
warehousing since 1988, and author of “Business unIntelligence: Insight and Innovation
beyond Analytics and Big Data.”
Whether it’s data warehouses or data lakes, most data management experts believe that
data (or, more correctly, information) is the foundation of business computing. In my IDEAL
architecture1, I consciously placed information as the underpinning “thinking space” of the
three—information, process and people—described. I start with the information store and
build up from there.
My initial conversation with David Friedland of IRI (The CoSort Company) caused me to
pause for thought. At 40 years young, IRI have a different viewpoint. Process, it seems, is
their lodestone. IRI’s data manipulation software optimizes data processing into single,
rapid-fire jobs and uses memory when possible (but can also stage data on disk). The
thought is both familiar and unsettling to me.
Familiar because business people always focus first on action and process. And I also say
that my architecture can be read as a story: “People process information.” Unsettling
because I struggle to see how one could start from process rather than information. But,
what if process and information could be considered as equal—and simultaneous—
partners in business computing?
The question is far more than academic noodling. Consider a real-life decision about how
to build and populate a data warehouse. The traditional approach starts with data definition
and database design, followed by the use of an ETL (extract, transform and load) tool:
information is followed by process. Information and process are handled separately.
However, if you adopt a data warehouse automation approach, you start by sitting with
business people and prototyping the data collection and transformation process, most of
which actually occurs within the database itself. In this case, information and process are
intermixed.
The IRI Voracity data management platform (powered by CoSort or Hadoop engines and
built on Eclipse for key data discovery, integration, migration, governance, and analytic
requirements) focuses almost entirely on the process of gathering and manipulating data.
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Perhaps due to its initial roots in the mainframe era, it avoids data stores and databases as
far as possible: they are sources and sinks for the data that flows through the process.
Everything else happens in memory at maximum speed, optimized for lowest processing
cost, and described through a comprehensive language and set of metadata.
Conceptually, IRI Voracity is the antithesis of a data warehouse; it might even be called a
data hosepipe! In effect, Voracity is a data processing engine vs. a database engine. The
contrast is so stark that it has forced me to revisit my logical concept of a “Production
Analytic Platform” and consider how to give information stores and data processing
components equal prominence.

The Production Analytic Platform
The Production Analytic Platform, which amalgamates the data warehouse and data mart
concepts, springs from consideration of how business intelligence (BI) has largely morphed
into analytics in the past half-decade or so. Coming from BI’s rearview mirror on past
performance, modern analytics demands current data to predict and prescribe future
behavior. This demand for real-time data and immediate response challenges the
longstanding division of business computing into operational and informational areas,
shown below in Figure 1.
Operational systems run the business and are optimized for read-write processing of data.
Data warehouses (and marts) in the informational area track and manage the business,
and are optimized for write-once / read-many processing. Data lakes—where much of
modern analytics occurs—are largely informational in design. While ideal for the modelbuilding phase of analytics, challenges arise when the resulting models must run
continuously in a production environment to offer real-time predictions or prescriptions.
Recognizing that both operational systems and data warehouses are today built on highperformance, production-ready relational database management systems (RDBMS), the
Production Analytic Platform proposes that RDBMSs, with existing extensions to handle
non-relation data and function (such as documents, key-value stores and graphs), are the
preferred environment to handle the production phase of analytics, as shown in Figure 2.
Further details of the rationale behind and characteristics of this approach can be found in
my earlier paper2.
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Figure 1: Evolution of the Production Analytic Platform

Extending the Production Analytic Platform
Viewing the above figures through a process-oriented lens, a certain data-centric emphasis
is evident. Data and its stores comprise the majority of the named components. Data flows
are represented by unlabeled arrows, minimizing the significance of the processing that
occurs within these flows. Where does this processing take place and how is it defined and
managed? Indeed, some processing occurs—almost unnoticed—within the data stores
themselves. For example, a primary output of a data warehouse is the reports that drive
decisions and actions; producing a report requires, of course, processing of the data in the
warehouse.
Extending the Production Analytic Platform as shown in Figure 2 begins to address these
issues. At first glance, drawing an additional, extended green box and recoloring and
adding and combining some arrows may feel underwhelming! The emphasized arrows
suggest that a variety of processing, preparation and delivery functions must be inherently
considered in the design of the Production Analytic Platform:
Data flows from operational systems and digital activities
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Sharing of data and analytical models between the data lake and Production Analytic
Platform
Delivery of information to business users for analysis, decisions and actions
In addition, the partial inclusion of the data lake suggests the multi-platform nature of the
Production Analytic Platform, as well as the increasing use of relational technology in the
data lake.

Figure 2: Extending the Production Analytic Platform

In short, the idea is to allow and encourage new thinking: What would it mean to place
process on an equal footing with information? Where would we explicitly place the process
needed to prepare data for business use? How many times should identical or largely
similar data be physically stored? Is the old division between operational and informational
worlds still valid?
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Analysis of these issues must be done in the context of the function and features of
existing and anticipated technology in both data storage and processing. IRI Voracity offer
key insights into a process-oriented view of this environment and allows us to step back
from an overly storage-centric assessment.

Next Up … The Search for Efficiency
The following posts in this blog series will explicitly address the above questions. First, we
explore how taking a process view opens new possibilities for improving the efficiency of
existing data management systems, such as data warehouses and operational systems.
We will then explore how operational analytics for externally sourced data can be
reinvented. Finally, we examine how a process view helps align traditional ETL and data
virtualization.
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Production Analytics Platform #2/4: Data Processing
Drives Efficiency
iri.com/blog/etl/production-analytics-platform-data-processing-drives-efficiency/
June 13, 2018

This is part 2 of a 4-part series on Production Analytics.
Processing on Par with Information [Part 1]
Processing Real World Data [Part 3]
Unifying the Worlds of Information and Processing [Part 4]
Considering data processing as a central component of data management and on a par
with databases offers new insights on how to improve overall efficiency and return on
investment in traditional data warehouses. This article looks at the Inclusive Production
Analytic Platform and the role an end-to-end processor like IRI Voracity would play in it.
As discussed in the previous blog post, extending the Production Analytic Platform as
shown in Figure 1b is a logical architecture that allows and encourages new thinking: What
would it mean to place process on an equal footing with information? Where would we
explicitly place the process needed to prepare data for business use? How many times
should identical or largely similar data be physically stored? Is the old division between
operational and informational worlds still valid?
Discussing logical architecture is no easy task. Our approach, therefore, is to examine
some simplified but realistic scenarios from the world of data warehousing and data lakes
and consider what would change if a Production Analytic Platform were to be implemented
using the data processing functions of IRI Voracity. First we look with the boundaries of a
traditional data warehouse.
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Figure 1: From Data Warehouse to Production Analytic Platform

De-layering the Data Warehouse
A traditional data warehouse often consists of multiple layers of staged data between the
original sources (operational systems) and the tools the business people use to view and
analyze the data. Each layer has a specific purpose. For example, a staging layer may
cleanse data from individual sources. The enterprise data warehouse (EDW) layer
reconciles data from different sources, matching related records, and removing duplicates.
The data mart layer offers optimized subsets of data to specific user groups in a structure
suitable to their differing analytic needs. Figure 1a shows the two main layers: EDW and
data marts.
Each layer stores a copy, a subset, and/or a derived copy of the data from the layer below.
Extract, transform and load (ETL) processing exists between each pair of layers and is
often very specific to each. This design has its strengths: It maintains strong separation of
concerns. It allows the provision of a permanent and reusable store of integrated data and
similar stores of optimized data. It also presents problems: Multiple related but non-identical
copies of data must be managed. Multiple layers of ETL delay data delivery to the business
and present long-term maintenance problems to IT, and financial headaches for
management.
As seen in the previous post, the Production Analytic Platform reduces the layers in the
data warehouse environment and further suggests that some production operational
function should also be incorporated into the resulting store. Using IRI Voracity to process
operational systems data within the Production Analytic Platform as shown in Figure 1b
offers a different approach to reducing layering. A single job takes data from multiple
sources, cleanses and integrates it, and simultaneously creates an appropriate subset of
the data for the analytic needs of a specific business department. The various processes
are defined in the SortCL language via the IRI Workbench graphical IDE built on Eclipse™,
which generates a complete set of metadata describing all the steps needed. The entire job
runs via the SortCL executable (or interchangeably in Hadoop MapReduce v2 / Spark /
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Storm / Tez), taking the data from end to end in one smooth and efficient memory-resident,
multi-core process. This approach clearly addresses the problems of the staged/layered
approach outlined above.
Classically trained data warehouse architects will complain that the absence of a staging
layer and EDW means that the cleansing and reconciliation processes run individually for
each data mart, rather than once for all data marts. They are correct. What they may miss,
however, is that we are simply trading off processing against storage. The use of a highly
efficient and cost-effective data processing engine offsets the advantages—and
disadvantages—of the centralized storage layers. And although we no longer have a
physically instantiated EDW, the metadata maintained in SortCL contains a logical
description of the common model to which data is reconciled. The approach is conceptually
identical to the modern concept of a logical data warehouse (LDW).
As with all trade-offs, the pros and cons must be evaluated in each specific implementation.
In my view, there is likely to be a subset of today’s EDW, which I call Core Business
Information (CBI), which will continue to be of sufficient value and wide-enough reuse to
make it worthwhile to create and maintain a physical copy. Such CBI is a form of reference
data for the entire business and is accessed so often that generating it every time would be
rather inefficient, a typical Master Data Management type of concern. While an EDW may
run to hundreds of terabytes (or more), the CBI is likely to be considerably smaller. The
goal is no longer to store all business data in the warehouse; rather, the aim is to store only
that data that is central to many decision-making processes and is regularly used.
One vital role of a physical EDW—as the repository of an agreed and legally accepted
history of the business—should not be overlooked. Using IRI Voracity, such a repository
simply becomes another sink of data from each processing run. Rather than being another
layer in a staged process, it becomes an end point, what might be called a historical data
mart.
Over the course of its evolution, the EDW has become the source of many semi-operational
reports and dashboards that require data reconciled from multiple operational sources.
(While conceptually similar to data marts, these deliverables do not depend on another
storage layer above the EDW.) Depending on the business processes and organizational
structures involved, this reconciliation takes two broad forms: semantic and/or temporal. In
the former case, the reconciliation logic and report generation and formatting logic all reside
in a single IRI Voracity job that takes data all the way from the sources directly to the user,
with gains in speed of delivery and improved cost characteristics.
Where temporal reconciliation is involved, however, some level of staging is likely to be
necessary to ensure that the data combined all relates to the same timeframe. In essence,
what Voracity does here is to eliminate some or all of the layers of a traditional data
warehouse architecture in many business and/or technical circumstances by combining
analytic activities with data integration and others in the same pass:
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This reduction in layering comes with many benefits. Data is made available to business
people more quickly and cost-effectively in support of near real-time decision making. On
the IT side, reducing the number of layers and copies of data to be managed is very
worthwhile. Ongoing maintenance effort and costs are also reduced as the entire end-toend process for a business deliverable resides in one job.
Note the trade-off here as well. Ease of maintenance in the vertical direction is partially
offset by the increased requirement to reconcile processing across multiple jobs that
access data from the same set of operational sources: When any of these sources
changes, impact analysis across multiple job streams is required.

Next Up… Processing Real World Data
We turn our attention to the new world of externally sourced data and operational analytics,
and see how a data processing focus reduces the complexities associated with the
combination of data warehouses and data lakes.
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Production Analytics Platform #3/4: Processing Real
World Data
iri.com/blog/etl/production-analytics-platform-processing-real-world-data/
July 17, 2018

This is part 3 of a 4-part series on Production Analytics.
Processing on Par with Information [Part 1]
Data Processing Drives Efficiency [Part 2]
Unifying the Worlds of Information and Processing [Part 4]
The inclusion of full function data processing in the Production Analytic Platform simplifies
the task of gathering data from external sources such as the Internet of Things and
clickstream data that requires both intensive exploratory modeling as well as high-speed
application and maintenance of those models on real-time and streaming data.
In the first two articles of this series, I focused on the traditional world of the data
warehouse and the operational systems feeding it, shown on the left-hand side of Figure 1a
below. The conclusion was that using a powerful data processing tool, such as IRI Voracity,
enables the de-layering of the warehouse and simplifies the preparation of data from the
operational environment. The result, the Production Analytic Platform is shown on the left
of Figure 1b.
With the advent of “big data”, this has become a much smaller part—at least in terms of
data volumes—of the data processing environment of every business. Despite claims to
the contrary, it remains an essential part of the IT systems because it represents and
contains the legally and financially binding record of the business. Its efficient and reliable
functioning remains a key measure of success for IT. As shown in the previous blog post, a
comprehensive and powerful data processing tool can contribute to this goal.
But what of the new world of digital activities harvested from external sources? Can a focus
on processing rather than storage help here? The short answer is “yes” but first we must
review how the processing of digital activities works today and how it differs from traditional
data processing.
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Figure 1: From Data Warehouse to Production Analytic Platform

Capturing Digital Activities
The right-hand side of Figure 1a represents the current approach to all forms of analytics
as applied to data generated by the digital activities of people and things in the real world.
Events and measures generated by sensors in the Internet of Things (IoT) stream into the
data lake in enormous volumes at high speed. Messages shared on social media, as well
records of human activities on the web, also flow into the data lake. The two arrows labeled
“Digital activities” are deceptively simple representations of a complex process of the data
capture, streaming and processing steps involved particularly in the case of IoT data. Once
gathered, this vast reservoir of data is subjected to analytics of many types to discover and
define statistical models that identify potentially valuable trends or patterns in the data.
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While such analysis may often be worthwhile in its own right, it is rather common to apply
the models on a continual, (near) real-time basis to the ongoing business. For example, a
year’s worth of sensor data from a fleet of trucks is analyzed as above to correlate certain
patterns of temperature, oil pressure and vibration with various component failures.
Creating such models is exploratory, informational work performed by skilled data
scientists.
The value of these models is only realized when they are applied to real-time data
streaming in from trucks on the road, allowing predictions to be made about when a
component is likely to fail and enabling preventative maintenance to be planned and
undertaken. This second phase of analytics is highly operational in nature. Planning
maintenance requires information about the schedule of the truck and the value of its jobs,
the location of spare parts, and the availability of skilled mechanics, among other factors.
This work is represented in Figure 1a by the transfer of data and models into the
operational environment and subsequent reporting via the data warehouse. Today’s actual
implementations vary widely. In some cases, data and models are exported to another
system. Sometimes, operational data is copied into the data lake, so the real-time analytics
can run there. Combinations of these approaches also exist. All, however, involve complex
arrangements of copies of often voluminous data.

Re-envisioning Operational Analytics
The Production Analytic Platform, shown in Figure 1b, offers a conceptually simpler
architecture. Observe that the feed from the external world is now represented by a single
bifurcated arrow: data is fed through a single data processing component to both the data
lake and the optimized Production Analytic Platform storage. What is less obvious is that
with such an approach, data can be transported and processed all the way from the sensor
systems within a single environment, such as IRI Voracity, which can run on all platforms
from the edge processors to the central systems.
With Voracity, this entire process can be defined and managed from a single Eclipse-based
Workbench where all required metadata and process steps can be designed and
maintained graphically or through a straightforward 4GL editor. A single, integrated set of
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jobs runs in the Production Analytic Platform to:
Capture data streamed from sensor systems and other real-time sources (e.g., pipes,
Kafka, web services) in message-oriented formats
Perform initial selection and basic analysis of data on an edge server to reduce
volumes transported and perform local functions such as immediately responding to
urgent events and edge analytics
Transport and preprocess all arriving data into a form suitable for model discovery
analytic tools in the data lake
Transport and preprocess the subset of data required for operational analytics in the
optimized Production Analytic Platform storage
Provide direct reporting to business users without the need for dedicated data marts
as described in the previous blog article
In addition, model management (including stored metadata, data classes, ERDs,
jobs, and rules) — the dotted line labeled “Models” figure 1b — can be supported via
a metadata management hub
As in the case of de-layering the data warehouse, the conclusion here is that, by focusing
on data processing, we can simplify the current environment and garner new benefits in
data management and production efficiency.

Next Up… Unifying the Worlds of Information and Processing
In the next and final post of the series, we explorevirtualized access to the Production
Analytic Platform and wrap up with a summary of the benefits and possibilities of this
approach.
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Production Analytics Platform #4/4: Unifying the Worlds
of Information…
iri.com/blog/etl/production-analytics-platform-unifying-the-worlds-of-information-and-processing/
July 24, 2018

This is part 4 of a 4-part series on Production Analytics.
Processing on Par with Information [Part 1]
Data Processing Drives Efficiency [Part 2]
Processing Real World Data [Part 3]
In this final article of the series covering the Production Analytic Platform paradigm, we look
at data virtualization—a key requirement in today’s multi-source, data-overloaded world.
Coming from a process view, IRI Voracity addresses key data integrity concerns often
overlooked in traditional data virtualization solutions.
Over the past two decades, business people have increasingly demanded access to
information, irrespective of its provenance, location, or format. Such demands raise real
issues about the quality of the data sources and the ability of decision makers to
understand the real meaning of the information used and limitations to its use. While IT
generally understands—and often fears—these issues, we have nonetheless striven to
facilitate unfettered access by business people to all available data. The Production
Analytic Platform, shown in Figure 1b, is a further response to these needs.

Figure 1: From Data Warehouse to Production Analytic Platform

Both data warehouses/marts and data lakes, as well as the optimized storage infrastructure
of the Production Analytic Platform, comprise an extensive and varied set of data stores of
interest to business users in support of decision making. Business people need not only to
access such data but also to “join” it together seamlessly when needed. Meeting these
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needs is the role of data virtualization function, represented initially by the green arrow at
the top of Figure 1b.
Most current thinking about virtualization is in information terms: A query from a user or app
is decomposed into two or more sub-queries, each of which is directed to the appropriate
data store in the required format where the individual result sets are retrieved, which are
then joined together into a single result. This leads to consideration of the metadata needed
to know which data resides where and how the resulting data relates to an overarching
business and technical model that enables the returned subsets to be correctly joined and
understood in context.
Data virtualization (or federation) first emerged in relational database theory as a means of
making relational joins across tables in distributed databases, requiring new methods of
query optimization that took account of (often slow and unreliable) networks between the
database servers. Vendors added such function into their databases, first to enable
homogeneous federation between instances of their own databases, and then between
disparate relational databases.
Of course, there is a real and growing need to join data between all sorts of databases and
data stores. Such heterogeneous functionality is now generally known as data
virtualization, while federation is largely reserved for the pure relational environment.
Heterogeneous virtualization can be—and is—implemented within databases, but is also
increasingly offered as a stand-alone product that runs on its own server “between” all the
data sources to be accessed and the users or apps that need access to them.

Virtualization — The Final Process Component
The history and positioning above leads most people to consider data virtualization as
somehow part of the information component of the architecture. Ths thinking is, of course,
perfectly valid. However, it is also somewhat limited. It fails to see that data virtualization is
actually a process. Furthermore, it misses the fact that virtualization depends on the other
process components of the Production Analytic Platform.
The process view allows us to see data virtualization as “just another” way of moving,
transforming and manipulating data in motion. Traditional ETL (extract, transform and load)
tools perform these functions in advance of storing data in a form suitable for business use.
Data virtualization performs such functions on the fly, in real-time, as the business person
asks a question or submits a query.
In fact, data virtualization and batch ETL are at opposite ends of the timeliness spectrum of
data preparation and integration. Bringing these processes together has been an elusive
goal.

Enter Voracity
Recognizing this reality, IRI offers data virtualization as a no-added-cost attribute of its
Voracity ETL platform. The same language (SortCL) that is used to define its offline data
preparation (filter, integrate, cleanse, mask, etc.) operations is also used to define real-time
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data virtualization.
With Voracity, the metadata generated for the offline scenario is the same used in real-time
virtualization, and vice versa. This is a mandatory data quality/integrity requirement when
the same combination of data is needed in both ETL (for a stored copy) and via data
virtualization (for an up-to-the-second view). This requirement is very difficult to achieve
when separate ETL and data virtualization tools are used, because semantic differences
between them can lead to confusion around business meaning and inconsistent virtualized
and offline results.
In addition to ETL, Voracity offers virtualized data to business users through several
approaches. Those include: embedded BI (ad hoc reporting) within Voracity; the open
source BIRT tool in Voracity’s Eclipse front-end, a Splunk add-on; and cloud dashboards
like DW Digest and iDashboards.

While it is possible to offer direct source-to-user virtualized data, most data virtualization
implementations tend to separate business and IT concerns. And the skills required in each
case tend to differ. For example, metadata creation in Voracity’s data discovery, definition,
ETL, and custom-targeting processes is all wizard-driven, but those processes still require
IT and data experience.
However, that work is worth it. The resulting, centralized metadata produced enables an
efficient and reusable data preparation environment for IT, and is a natural place for
business people to begin exploring the available data, including virtualized data.
Analytic use of the resulting joined data — which is something that business users can and
should do for themselves — is still the remit of traditional business intelligence and data
visualization environments. Therefore, beyond the tools mentioned above, one can also
pipe or persist Voracity-prepared data for faster consumption and display in Cognos,
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QlikView, R, Tableau et al. Sharing of Voracity workflows and metadata with other
(analytic) applications is possible through a Java API, documented in IRI’s “Gulfstream”
SDK.

Conclusion
In this short series of blog posts, we explored the power of shifting our thinking from the
information component of an informational architecture to its process components. In the
case of the Production Analytic Platform, we saw that this process view enabled delayering of a traditional data warehouse, ingesting and analyzing streaming data, and finally
how to correctly position data virtualization.
With its process-centric viewpoint, IRI Voracity addresses all three areas above. Because it
operates in-memory and lands data in storage only when absolutely necessary, Voracity
achieves high levels of processing efficiency and cost effectiveness. A well-integrated set
of technical metadata based on the open, explicit SortCL language eases data
management and governance, and allows sharing of function between the three solution
areas listed above. Taken together, Voracity enables more integrated processing and thus
reduces the need for intermediate copies of data: a powerful driver of cost savings in
today’s world of exploding data volumes.
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